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Recent results on processing Cu(ln,Ga)(SSe)z and Cu2(Zn,SnXS,Se)+ absorber and related solar cells

Ahmed Ennaoui
(t

Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin frlr l/aterialien und Energie GmbH
Hahn-Meitner-Platz 1, 14109 Berlin, Germany
ennaoui@hel mholtz-berlin.de

Abstract
Multinary chalcogenide materials such as Cu(ln,Ga)(SSe)z (ClGSSe) and Cu2(Zn,Sn)(S,Se)+, (CZTSSe)
with direct band gap, high absorption coefficients and great diversity of optoelectronic properties allow for
the fabrication of thin-film photovoltaic cells and modules with minimized material use and the possibility for
depositing on large areas and alternative substrates. Our recent research focuses on low cost synthesis of
micro and nanoscale metal chalcogenide materials and devices as well as the characterization of their
properties. ln this work we present our results for both materials:
(i) We present our improved efficiency of CIGSSe/BufferlZnO solar cells. The buffer layer consists of
chemical bath deposited Zn(S,O). Annealing and light soaking greatly increases the efficiency, even low
efficiency devices (ca.2o/o) are enhanced to almost 11% and best solar cells with 14% efficiency are
improved

lo

17%.

(ii) We report on current status of CZTS(Se) solar cells and we highlight our processing of copper-zinctinsulfur inks consisting of mixing binary and ternary chalcogenide SnS, Cu*S, ZnS and Cu3Sn54 (CTS)
nanoparticles (NPs). The objective is the use of this ink as precursors to form CZTSSe single layers. The
chemical composition of the resulting absorber layers can be controlled by varying the ratio of the NP
precursors in the ink. All binary and ternary NPs are prepared via a chemical route that allowed the creation
of monodispersed NPs using organic ligands [Lin, Ennaoui et. Al; RSC Adv., 2012,2,9798-9800j. A direct
Synthesis of CuzZn*SnlSel+x+2y NPs with wurtzite-derived structure will be also presented. [Lin, Ennaoui et
al. RSC Advances, 2012,2,9894-98981. Forthe formation of compact CZTSSe kesterite films we used a
two-step process: spin coating of Binary and ternary precursors or electrophoresis deposition of CZTS NPs
followed by annealing processing in chalcogen and/or Argon containing ambient. Both precursors and
absorbers with different compositions were characterized by a variety of analytical methods. CZTSSe
absorbers prepared from ZnS, SnS and CTS NP precursors show double layer structure with large grains
layer on top and fine NPs at the bottom. After the absorber formation process, solar cells were completed
by deposition of buffer, window layer and metal grid. The best solar cell measured so far reached ca. 3%
efficiency on 0.5cm2 area. Further optimization of the parameters such as composition of the resulting
absorbers, annealing process and ligand-exchange process is necessary in order to further improve the
performance of the devices.
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Some examples of particuology in heterogeneous catalysis
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Abstract
The word 'particuology' was first proposed in The Trilateral Symposium on Particuology '88 to
express the meaning of the science and technology of particles by a single word. Particuology in

heterogeneous catalysis
systems

for the design and

synthesis

of

particulate materials for new catalyst

with novel properties remain a big challenge today. Here an attempt has been made to

synthesize particulate materials for several heterogeneous catalytic systems, which contain examples

from our recent research projects in this area. The particulate catalysts have been designed for
oxidation of organic compounds. The first example is the synthesis of well-aligned titanium dioxide

with a very high length-to-diameter ratio by a sol-gel method under a magnetic fleld (up to 9.4 T),

with cetyltrimethylammonium bromide as a structure-aligning agent. In the second example, the
synthesis of gold/polystyrene-coated hollow titania floating catalyst for liquid-gas boundary catalysis

is described. The third example is an approach to improve the catalytic

fi.rnction of titania particle by

covering it with porous carbon. In the last example, a new way to control the coordination of titanium

(IV) in the sol-gel synthesis of broom fibers-like mesoporous alkyl silica-titania catalyst through
addition of water is demonstrated.

Reaction mechanism of NHr decomposition over PtlTiO2 photocatalyst
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Abstract: Reaction mechanism of photocatalytic NH3 decomposition to H2 and Nz over Pt/TiOz was studied'
radical
Photoformed hole oxidized NH3 to form amide radical ('NHr) and proton, and the coupling of amide
produced hydrazrne (NrHo), which can be decomposed to form Hz and Nz, while photoformed electron
coexistence of water
reduced proton to yield H2. Although the reaction could continuously proceed in the
gas carrier'
vapor, the decomposition rate decreased gradually in the flow of gaseous NH3 with inert
in the
Ammonium ion (N}fuu) was formed during the reaction as a by-product and it inhibited the reaction
and
dry condition. The addition of HzO restricted the adsorption of the ammonium ion on the TiOz surface
provided the continuous progress ofthe reaction.
Keywords: Photocatalyst, NH3, Pt/TiO2.
1.

Introduction

critical issue'
Since the eutrophication of environmental water due to excess nitrogen content is becoming a
NH: in
NH3 in emission are required to be oxidized not into nitrous acid but into nitrogen' It is known that
still
water can be decomposed to H2 and Nz by photocatalysis.l) However, the reaction mechanism has been
over Pt/TiOz
unclear. In the present study, the reaction mechanism of the photocatalytic NH3 decomposition
was investigated.

2. Experimental

Pt-loaded TiOz was prepared by the photodepositon method from HzPtCl6'6H2O (ft loading was 0'1
of Japan) n a 25 Yo
v,rt %o to TiO2) and JRC-TIO-8 (anatase, 338 m2g-1, donated from the Catalysis Society
a
MeOH aqueous solution. The decomposition of gaseous NH3 was carried out in a fixed-bed flow reactor or
300
by a
closed system. In the formet, a qtartz cell was filled with 0'6 g of the catalyst and photoirradiated
(25
pmol/min)
vapor
Water
W Xe lamp in a flowing mixture of NHr gas (1 ml/min) and Ar (20 ml/min)'

g sample in a qtartz cell
was introduced from a saturator by Ar carrier. In the latter, after the PVTiOz Q'2
0-1'1 mmol) were
was evacuat ed at 473 K for 2 h, NH3 gas (3.9 mmol) and HzO (0-20 pl, corresponding to
out in
introduced into the reaction cell and photoirradiated for 3 h' Aqueous NH3 decomposition was carried
a closed system where Pt/TiO2 Q.2 d and aqueous NH3 (2 ml, NH3 content was 30 mmol) were
the
magnetically stirred and photoirradiated from the Xe lamp for 3 h at 308 K in Ar atmosphere' For
quantification of produced hydrazine, it was stoichiometrically converted to acetonazin ((CH:)z:NN:(CH3)r) by the addition of acetone. Products wete analyzed by GC-TCD and GC-MS' Adsorbed species
for
on the catalyst surface was investigated by FT-IR spectra' The PVTiOz sample was evacuated

2h

at 473

on the
and NH3 gas (1 ml/min) diluted by He (20 rnl/min) was flowed until enough NH3 was adsorbed
catalyst surface (130 min) before the measurement of the spectra in some transient conditions

K

lss
E

3. Results and discussion

Photoirradiation without the photocatalyst promoted
photolysis of gaseous NH3 very slightly. With the
photocatalyst in the flow reactor,H2 and N2 were produced
with the molar ratio of 3:1 upon photoirradiation, while no
reaction was occurred in the dark. These mean that the NH3

was photocatalltically decomposed into H, and Nr'
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Figure 1' Time course of the photocatalltic NH3
decomPosition in a flow reactor.

Unfortunately, the reaction rate gradually reduced in the flow of NH: in the absence of water vapor (Fig. 1a)
However, we found that the catalytic activity was recovered in the coexistence of water vapor with the
flowing reaction gas mixture, and it maintained at least 4 hours (Fig. 1b).

The reaction in the aqueous solution also
produced H2 and Nz with almost 3:1 molar ratio,
and. hydrazine was additionally detected in
liquid phase (Table 1, Entry 1). The results of the

Table 1. Results of the NH3 decomposition on the pt/TiO2
photocatalvstinaliquidphasesvstemu

the u"* .Hjr$H]",
30
n.d. n.d. n.d.
blank tests (Entries 2 and, 3) indicate that the 2b
hydraztne was mainly produced photocatalytically.
'^:
,?.; l.i. lf
,?3,
ESR spectra evidenced the formation of amide

.
_

radicar. rn addition, photocatalytic decomp";;;
of ammonium ion in the solution of (NTIa)2SOa "without the photocatalyst, d(NH4)2SOa was used.
hardly proceeded (Entry 4). Thus, these results suggest that the photocatalytic NH3 decomposition can
proceed as eqs. (1) - (4), where the detail of the hydrazine decomposition are unclear.

I

hl*x'T:T,H,ff"flJj;r;Jxffi.l]#i,:lilyjr;

NHr + h* -----f
NH: +

.NH, + H*

-----f NzH+
2H- + 2e- _)
Hr
.NH2

NztI+

N2 +

-f

2H2

Table 2. Effect of the H2O amotmt on the decomposition of

(1)

gaseous NH:u

Substrates / mmol

Products / pmol

H,

(2)

NH:

H:O

3.9
3.9
3.9

0

130

(3)

0.3

t21

1.1

"Before the

@)

i33

N,
39
38
40

HzlN:
J.J
2.8
2.9

the catalyst was evacuated at 473

Kfor

2 h. lrradiated light intensity was 53 mWcm2 measured

-)

310-400 nm.

To examine the effect of water vapor''on the decomposition of NH3, the reactions were carried out in the
closed system at low conversion level. As shown in Table 2, the presence of H2O did not affect the amount
of gas products at the initial stage of reaction. Thus, it is indicated that HzO would be not necessary to
complete the photocatalytic cycle but important to support the progress of the reaction.
To elucidate the contribution of HzO, the surface species
were studied by FT-IR spectra. Figure 2 shows the time
o.orl
course of a band intensity at 1457 cm-r assignable to the
o
I
6
asymmetric deformation mode of NHa*. After enough
€
,)
c)
adsorption of NH3, the band intensity was increased upon
.o
photoirradiation without the flow of water vapor (Fig. 2a),
hv
i*hy
implying that this accumulation of inactive ammonium ion
01234
Time on stream / h
might restrict the photocatalytic NH3 decomposition. When
Figlre 2. Time course of a band intensity at 1457
the flow of water vapor was started in the dark, the cm-l of Pt/IiO2 pre-adsorbing NH3 in FT-Ih. spectra,
(a) upon photoirradiation without a flow of water
intensity was sustained (Fig. 2b). Upon photoirradiation in
vapor, (b) with a flow of water vapor in the dark, (c)
the flow of water vapor, the intensity was decreased (Fig.
with a flow of water vapor upon photoirradiation.
2c). These results indicate that the water decreased the inactive ammonium ion on the catalyst surface upon
photoirradiation. Even though the photoformed If (eqs. 1 and 3) reacted with NH3 to form the inactive
ammonium ion on TiO2 surface, the water would act as solvent to transport ammonium ion from TiO2
surface to Pt site, where animonium ion would be reduced to NH3 and .H upon photoirradiation.
4. Conclusions
The photocatalytic decomposition of NH3 into IIz and N2 over pt/TiO2 proceeded through the formation of
amide radical and hydrazne. The decomposition of NH3 continuously proceeded in the presence of HzO
molecules, since H2O could reduce the inactive ammonium ion formed on catalyst strface.
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The unique and fascinating properties of silica-based zeolites and mesoporous silica
have opened up new possibilities for many chemical and physical processes. Because they
are transparent to UV-visible light, silica materials have often been functionalized with
elements such as Ti, Cr,

Y Mo, and W whose corresponding bulk

oxides are known to be

suitable photocatalysts. These well-defined active centers have shown to be highly dispersed

at the atomic level in a tetrahedral-coordination geometry and have been named

as

"single-site photocatalysts". The single-sites can be implanted into silica matrices by various
techniques including hydrothermal synthesis, sol-gel method and chemical vapor deposition,

and are stable providing the silica matrices keep their porous structures. In the case of
single-site photocatalysts, excitation by light of M"*-O2- pairs induces a metal-to-oxygen
electron transfer resulting in the formation of an electron-hole pair constituted by electron
(M("-tl+, and hole (O-) centers. These charge transfer excited states, i.e., the electron-hole pair
state which localize quite near to each other compared to the electrons and holes generated

in

TiOz, exhibit unique activity in the various photo-catalytic reactions
These single-site photocatalysts not only can promote photocatalytic reactions but also

to synthesis of functional materials. The nano-sized metal catalyst and
visible-light sensitive binary oxide photocatalyst can be synthesized on the excited
single-site photocatalyst under UV-light irradiation' The transparent mesoporous silica thin
film with single-site photocatalyst generates the super-hydrophilic surface. In this
can be utilized

presentation, our recent applications of single-site photocatalysts to synthesis of the surface

functional materials have been introduced.
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1. ABSTRACT

Photovoltaic conversion systems are considered
as one of the most promising renewable energy
options.
Because of the high processing cost of conventional
photovoltaic systems, tow_cist solar
cell
concepts
needs
to pursued. ln this context dye_sensitized solar
cells (DSC) based on nanocrystalline_TiO2
electrode have
attracted considerable attention. However,
DSC based on liiuid_electrolyte suffLrs
from the solvent leakage
and the degradation of organic constituents.
To overcome this problem, solid hole conducting
materials (Cul
and CuSCN) have been investigated as
a replacement for the electrolyte and devices
of this category are
referred to as solid-state DSCs. An another
concept has been to replace tne Oye
with an extremely thin layer of
low band-gap semiconductor to form the
structure <porousTiO2/low_band grp ,";i"onductor
(extremely thin
layer) / solid hole collectop. Subsequenfly,
systems of above structure were named
as extremelythin
ErA cells' the thin laver or the semiconductor
acts as an inorsanic sensitizer or
ln this report, we have fabricated inorganic
full_solid solar cells by non_vacuum
methods: screen_printing
and splay deposition. The materials for
solar cells which we tried are Sb2S3, CulnSe2,
CulnS2, Cu2ZnSnSa,
Cu2Zn2Ss, AglnTe, pbS and so on.
The best result was S.To/o.conversion efficiency
under 1.5 AM irradiation,
100 mW cm-2. These solar cells were printed
in air ambient without vacuum processing
and without toxic and
explosive chemicals (e.g., hydrazine, H2Se
and H2S), which can offe, a promising
strategy
for future research
and industrial nvestigation into cost_effective
pf,otorottai" 1r.,"r".

fitJffi"::HrTiiliiil;"n

i

2. NANOCRYSTALLT NE_Tioz/sb2s3 soLAR
CELLS
SbzSs-based extremely

thin absorber (ETA) solar cells

of structure, <F_doped tin oxide (FTO)/TiO2
(compact)/porous TiO2/SbzSs/CuSCN/Au>,
was fabricated with porous TiO2 surface
treating by Mgr*, Ba2*, and
AI3* to be full-inorganic printed solar
cells. The fabrication parameters of the
ETA
structure were optimized and
the photovoltaic characteristics were improved
significanfly when double treatment in
Mg2* and Ba2* were
introduced. Best ceils obtained using double_treatm-ent
in Nllgr,anO err;rtd"l,"Inort_"ir"uit photocurrent
13.4 mA/cm2, an open-circuit voltagl
of
of 0.584 V, a fill facto-r of 0.525, and a
conversion efficie ncy 4.10o/o at 1
sun irradiation (Tsujimoto, et al, 2012).
ln order to improve the photovoltaic effects,
moreover, Ti, Zn,and Bi were doped into
the Sb2S3 extremely
thin absorber (ETA) of an alt_sotid_state, fuily
inorgani" print"O

solar ceil. Bi doping shifted the Sb2S3
absorption edge to longer wavelength
and Bi_dopeJ SnrS. was aggregated
on the TiOz electrodes, which
resulted in photocurrent deterioration.
ln contrast, Ti and Zn doping did not shift
the absorption edge, but
improved the phgtocurrent. The best photocurrent
density of 16.3 ,in
,"ni"r"O
with Ti doping (5
ato/o lo Sb), resulting in the best
conversion efficiency of 5.66% (Fig. 1). "r_i*r"
3. NANOCRYSTALLTNE_TiO2|Se

SOLAR CELLS

A three-dimensional selenium solar cell with
the structure of Au/Se/porous TiO2/compact
TiO2lfluorine_doped
tin oxide-coated glass plates was fabricated
by an electrochemicat deposition ,lthoj
of selenium, which can
work for the extremely thin light absorber
and the hole_conducting layer. The
effect of experimental conditions,
such as HCI and HzSeOg in an electrochemjcal
.ofrtionlnJi]O, pr.ti"f" size of porous tayers, was
optimized.
This kind of solar cell did not use any
buffer layer between an'n_type electrode
(porous TiO2) and a ptype
absorber layer (selenium). The crystaitinity
of the selenium after annealing at 200.C
for 3 min in the air was
significantly improved. The cells with
a sltenium tayer OepositeO at conJentrations
of HCI

=

7

11.Smlvl and

HzSeOo = 20 mM showed the best performance, resulting in 1- to 2-nm thickness of the Se layer, short-circuit
photocurrent density of 8.7 mA/cm2, open-circuit voltage of 0.65 V, fill factor of 0.45, and conversion efficiency

of 3.0% (Figure 2) (Nguyen et a|,2013).
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Fig. 2. Photocurrent density-voltage curves of 3-D selenium ETA solar cells (a) and the variation of conversion
efficiency (b) with different TiO2 particle sizes used for the porous TiO2 layer. The annotation numbers in
figure 3 (a) suggest the sizes of the nanocrystalline-TiOz particle utilized for the electrodes.
1.

CuzTe SOLAR CELLS

Cu2Te particles were synthesized by ball milling and then printed on an lnzSe/TiOz/FTO-glass substrate,
resulting in superstrate-structured solar cells. The as-prepared Cu2Te particles were amorphous, but their
crystallinity was improved after annealing at 400-650"C. The Cu2Te particles annealed at 400"C, melted
partially, and a completely melted Cu2Te film was obtained at annealing temperatures of 600-650"C. The band
gap of the CuzTe films annealed at 400-600 "C was approximately 0.8 eV. The photovoltaic characteristics of
the best full CuzTe cells were as follows: short-circuit current, 21 mNcmz;open-circuit voltage, O-24Y; fill factor,
0.3; and energy conversion efficiency, 1.57%. Thus, CuzTe with its low melting point and high photocurrent is a
promising candidate absorber layer for solar cell applications (Nguyen and lto, 2013).
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Liquid crystalline organic semiconductor is one of the promising materials for
electronic
device applications, because of the potentially high carrier mobility
comparable to that of a_Si
(0.1 cm2lVs). In this presentation, we report alkylphthalocyanine homologue
exhibiting
ambipolar characteristics with high drift mobility in both columnar mesogenic
and crystalline
phases and its application for organic thin-film type solar
cells.
The carrier drift mobilities estimated by a
time-of-flight (TOF) technique in the hexagonal columnar
(Co166) phase were estimated to be c.a. 0.2 cm2lys (hole)
and c.a. 0.3 cm2Ns (electron). The higher mobility in
excess of I cr*Ns could be observed in the crystailine
phase [1]. These values of carrier mobility are independent
of the applied field and increased with decreasing
temperature. These high carrier mobilities in both Col66 and
crystalline phases were measured even in non_homeotropic

alignment films, in which the columnar axis is
perpendicular to the field direction. This indicates that
carriers could be preferably transported along the lateral
axis of column and suggests the possibility of new
molecular design for the liquid crystalline semiconductor

t2l.

Molecular structure of phthalocyanine

Organic thin-film solar cells based on a bulk derivative used in this study and its
hetero-junction utilizing a
non-peripherally columnar structure
alkyl-substituted phthalocyanine, such &s,
1,4,8,11,15,18,22,25-octahexylphthalocyanine

(C6pcI{2), have also been studied. C6pcl{z is a
low-molecular-weight organic semiconductor and has high solubility
for typical organic
solvents drie to the long substituents. C6pcHz exhibits liquid
crystalline phase, such as,
hexagonal disordered columnar mesophase between 16l and
170 "C.
The blend uniform thin film with the C6pcHz and l_(3_methoxy_carbonyl)_propyl_1_1_
phenyl-(6,6)C61 (PCBM) could be fabricated by a spin_coating
method. Solar cells with
C6PcHz:PCBM bulk hetero-junction active layer have demonsfrated
a high external quantum
efficiency above 70% n the e-band absorption region of C6pcHz
and a high energy
conversion efficiency of 3.lyo
t3-51.
The photovoltaic properties of the solar cell with bulk heterojunction
of C6pcHz and
PCBM demonstrated the strong dependence of active layer thickness,
and the optimized
active layer thickness was clarified to be 120 nm. By inserting
MoOe hole transport buffer

-9I

layer between the positive electrode and
active layer, the FF and energy conversion
efficiency were improved to be 0.50 and
3.2o , respectively. The tandem organic
thin-film solar cell has also been studied by

,:
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utilizing active layer materials of C6PcH2 and
poly(3-hexylthiophene) and the interlayer of
LiF/A1/MoO: structure, and a high Vo" of
1.21 Y has been achieved [4].
C6PcHz is available as a dopant for
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Fabrication of Chalcogenide Thin Films from
Electrodeposited Metal Stacks
Shigeru Ikeda
Research Centerfor Solar Energ,t Chemistry, Osaka University

Electrodeposition is one of the promising non-vacuum techniques for fabrication
of compound semiconductor thim film photoabsorbers (CSTFPs) because of its
advantages of low equipment cost, negligible waste of chemicals with utilization
efficiencies close to 1000 , possible formation of a compact film required for solar
cell applications, scalability and manufacturability of a large area polycrystalline film.
In the present study, we investigated fabrication of CuInS2, CuzZnSnS+ (CZTS) and
other compound thin films using successive eleckodeposited metallic layers of
followed by sulfurization.
Depositions of metallic layers on a Mo-coated glass (Mo/glass) substrate were
performed using a conventional three-electrode system with a Pt foil as a counter
electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode under potentiostatic control.
Sulfurization of as-prepared metallic layers was performed n 5%o H2S or in a sulfur
atmosphere. Solar cells with an Al:ZnOlCdS/CSTFPAvIo/glass structure were
prepared by deposition of a CdS buffer layer on a CSTFP film by chemical bath
deposition (CBD) followed by sputtering of an Al:ZnO window layer on top of the
CdS layer. Current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics under simulated AM1.5
irradiation (100 mW cm-2) and those under dark of thus-obtained solar cells were
measured with a Bunkoh-Keiki CEP-015 photovoltaic measurement system.
It is known that the In layer tends to form an island-shaped morphology using
typical electrochemical deposition solutions. Indeed, the In film obtained from a
simple InCl3 solution showed inhomogeneous distributions of In deposits. In order to
form a flat and homogeneous In layer on the Cu deposited Mo/glass substrate, we
found effectiveness of organic additives such as citric acid and sodium citrate. The
CuInSz film derived from the as-obtained homogeneous In film had a uniform
thickness with a smooth surface composed of large grains, whereas the CuLrSz film
obtained from the inhomogeneous In deposit showed a large variation in thickness
with appreciable recessed areas. As we expected, the solar cell derived from the
homogeneous In film showed the best conversion efficiency of 7 .8%o, whereas the cell
derived from the inhomogeneous In film showed relatively low efficiency (5.0 %).
For fabrication of the CZTS film, electrochemical routes have been studied by several
groups. However, this method reaches the best efficiency of ca. 7o/o. To clarifu the
possibility of the electrochemical method, we also studied this electrochemical
approach. Similar to the above In deposition, stacked Cu, Zn, and Sn metallic layers
were tended to form an island shape; CZTS thus-obtained formed significantly rough
morphology. In order to improve the cell property, we tried to optimize the deposition
condition and addition of a pre-annealing before sulfurization. As a result, one of the
sample achieved improvement of compacfiress of the precursor film; thus-obtained
CZTS film formed relatively flat morphology. The current best efficiency achieved on
our sample was 5.60/o.
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Photocatalytic Organic Transformations on MetaUSemiconductor

Heterojunction
Research Center for Solar Energy Chemistry

Yasuhiro Shiraishi and Takal.uki Hirai

Field of Environmental Photochemical Engineering and Field of Nanophotochemistry
(Prof. Hirai's Laboratory) in Research Center for Solar Energy Chemistry research the
development of selective organic transformation process by photocatalysis [-8] and the
design of photofunctional materials involving luminescent sensors/devices [9-11]. In this
symposium, we would like to talk about selective organic transformations promoted by
photocatalysts.
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a promising heterogeneous photocatalyst for decomposition
of harmful organic compounds due to its high oxidation activity. Application of TiO2
photocatalysis to selective organic transformations has also been studied. Most of these
processes are, however, unsuccessful because photocatalytic reactions usually lack
sufficient selectivity and promote side reactions or subsequent decomposition of formed
products. In this presentation, we highlighted our recent progress in the development of
TiOz or Ti oxide photocatalysts for selective organic transformations.
Our strategies are classifipd into three categories, as shown below. The first is the use
of micro- or mesoporous TiO2 materials. These pores facilitate the uptake/exclusion of
substrates and products and promote selective reaction of substrates while suppressing the
reaction of products. The second is the use of monomeric Ti oxide species supported on
silica as the photocatalyic active site. They exhibit photocatalytic activity different from
bulk oxide materials and promote several reactions selectively. The third is the loading of
metal nanoparticles onto the TiOz surface, which act as a trapping site for conduction band
electrons photoformed on TiOz and as a catalytic active site. These catalysts therefore
promote photocatalytic and catalytic reactions simultaneously and facilitate several
reactions in one-pot.
Heterogeneous photocatalysis that can be operated at mild reaction conditions without
the use of harmful chemicals has significant advantages for organic transformations in an
economically- and environmentally-friendly way. The Ti oxide-based photocatalysts are
potential as a versatile tool in green and clean organic synthesis.
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